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1764 GEORGE III GOLD PROOF 1/2 GUINEA PCGS PR62+ 

CAMEO

George III of England

Entirely captivating and perhaps of even greater rarity and importance than Wilson and Rasmussen's R5

rating would imply (6-10 examples known), this absolutely gorgeous Proof 1/2 Guinea appears to be

one of ONLY 2 certified examples, outranking the Terner specimen (also ex Douglas-Morris, Herman

Selig, and likely Nobleman) by virtue of its plus+ cameo grade. Adding another level of visual allure

seldom encountered on 18th-century gold Proofs, the obverse surfaces are aglow with a balanced

gorgeous violet-orange patina, heightening the piece's overall cameo finish and clearly meriting its

"plus" certification. To date, we have been able to locate only 2 other examples to have come to auction

in recent years: the aforementioned Terner example, and more recently a raw piece offered by Spink in

May 2015, which realized a hammer price of 15,000 Pounds or approximately $19,000 U.S. nearly 6

years ago. Like most rare to very are British gold in mint state and/or proof making prices have doubled

or tripled since 2015. Apparently the first such offering to become available in the last half-decade, and

of immense desirability as such. The first one of this incredibly important date and condition we have

ever handled.

Additional Rarity: A George III silver Proof Pattern Bank of England 5 Shillings & 6 Pence 

1811 PR67+ Cameo sold at an auction on January 7, 2015 for $168,000.

George III (George William Frederick; 4 June 1738 – 29 January 1820)

was King of Great Britain and Ireland from 25 October 1760 until the

union of the two countries on 1 January 1801, after which he was King

of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland until his death. He

was concurrently Duke and prince-elector of Brunswick-Lüneburg

("Hanover") in the Holy Roman Empire until his promotion to King of

Hanover on 12 October 1814. He was the third British monarch of

the House of Hanover, but unlike his two predecessors, he was born in

Britain and spoke English as his first language. His life and with it his

reign, which were longer than any other British monarch before him,

were marked by a series of military conflicts involving his kingdoms,

much of the rest of Europe, and places farther afield in Africa, the

Americas and Asia.
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